






































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

WEDNESDAY 12 DECEMBER 2001

Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Mr Richard Bacon Mr Gerry Steinberg
Geraint Davies Jon Trickett
Mr Brian Jenkins Mr Alan Williams
Mr David Rendel

S J B KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, and M D F, Head of PFI
Development, National Audit Office, further examined.

M B G, Treasury Officer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined.

REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
MANAGING THE RELATIONSHIP TO SECURE A SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP IN PFI

PROJECTS (HC 375)

Examination of Witnesses

M P G CBE, Chief Executive, M P R, Head of Private Finance Policy and Projects,
Office of Government Commerce and M C B, Chairman, Major Contractors Group,
examined.

Firstly, as the Gateway review process cuts in, which
Chairman I have referred to on a number of occasions when I

have appeared at this Committee, the so-called Gate1. Welcome to the Public Accounts Committee.
5 Review is a formal review post the start ofWe are considering the Comptroller’s Report on
operational service to see whether the benefits in theManaging Relationships to Secure a Successful
original business case have been confirmed and toPartnership in PFI Projects. We are delighted to
confirm what the clients are doing about the ongoingwelcome back Mr Peter Gershon, who heads up the
monitoring of value for money. As we get feedbackOffice of Government Commerce, and we also
from those reviews that will help inform us. We alsowelcome Mr Colin Busby who is Chairman of the
get feedback from Partnerships UK, monitorMajor Contractors Group and Chairman and Chief
National Audit Office reports and other reports onExecutive of Kier Group PLC. Perhaps I could start
individual projects, and there is establishedwith a question to you, Mr Gershon. Can I refer you
networking with departmental private finance unitsplease to page 2, paragraph 7, where it says: “In total
which gives us additional feedback.81 per cent of authorities said that value for money

was currently satisfactory or better”. To what do you
attribute this positive outcome? 3. Are you convinced that your department and,

more importantly, other departments, are coping(Mr Gershon) There are a number of factors,
Chairman. There are competent staff applying good with change as these projects have very long lead
practice and guidance. There is management focus times—30 years? Are you convinced that they have
on value for money as a priority and the involvement got their finger on what is going on?
of specialist experts to help get and keep projects on (Mr Gershon) First of all, not all of them are 30
track, in other words what was the Treasury Task years in length. Some of them are of rather shorter
Force and has now become Partnerships UK. There duration. Am I convinced? The short answer to that
is the discipline that PFI gives about the focus on question is no, I am not convinced. Through things
outputs and service levels. I would also add that if like the Gateway process we are helping to sharpen
you also take into account figure 36 on page 35, the focus on the whole life aspects of these and other
which shows some of the underlying trends, there is forms of complex projects in public sector
no room for complacency in that 81 per cent procurement. I think this report has acted as a very
achievement. useful wake-up call about the importance of post-

award contract management. Following the2. Can I question you a bit more about that? Can
discussion and agreement at the last meeting of myyou tell us a bit more about the way in which you are
Supervisory Board, the OGC has now commenced amonitoring the extent to which the expected value for
programme of work in conjunction with departmentsmoney improvements for PFI contracts are being
looking at what we call the wider commercial skillsdelivered? Are you monitoring it?
agenda which explicitly includes a focus on contract(Mr Gershon) The overall responsibility for
management, and in due course that will result in alooking at individual projects rests with the
number of measures to help improve skills andindividual accounting officers. Within the OGC we

are looking at a number of sources of feedback. capabilities in this area, for example, the
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introduction of new training courses and (Mr Gershon) No, I did not. It did not go through

the Gateway Review process. It was too far down theencouraging certain people to see that they can build
careers in this sort of practitioner discipline. track to go through it. If it had done that issue would

have been picked up because we explicitly test in4. Would you like to turn to page 33? I just want these reviews for what the client and the supplier’sto open up a number of areas that my colleagues can contract management plans are in terms ofexplore further. At paragraph 3.39 you will see there resourcing.that 23 percent of authorities who gave us their
current perception of value for money considered 8. Will you now go back to page 17, and if we look
that value for money was not as good as at contract at paragraph 2.8 you will see there that it says: “There
letting. I want to pursue this point about value for were, however, many authorities which had provided
money being eroded during the life of a PFI contract. little or no training in contract management skills
Have you got any more comments on that either before staff took on contract management
paragraph? duties or in the form of follow-up training.” Are you

(Mr Gershon) Of course this can happen in not worried that this is putting the public sector at
conventional procurement as well. I do not think this risk on these important long term contracts?
is unique to the Private Finance Initiative. I am (Mr Gershon) I am concerned, but if you asked me
dealing with one case of conventional procurement the same question about non-PFI complex or novel
at the moment where I am very concerned about the projects I would give you exactly the same answer,
potential deterioration in the value for money in the Chairman. The key is about the actions that we are
life of the contract. I use that as an example. What are taking, some of which I have referred to already,
we doing to improve client capability in this area? which will lead to improved client capability to
First, we have the introduction of the Gateway commission and manage projects which is in the area
review process. As I said, there is also a greater focus of advice and guidance, the use of the Gateway
on trying to get much more professionalism and review process and the actions that will flow from a
stronger capability into the practitioners who are stronger focus on wider commercial skills.
involved in disciplines like contract management. We

9. Can I ask a question now of Mr Busby? Can youwant to build up a contract management network of
please turn to page 20? If you look at paragraph 2.17PFI practitioners as the NAO has suggested in this
you will see that many contractors highlight the needreport. Over time we will see a sharper focus about
for authorities to understand the operations oftesting ongoing value for money in contracts. For
commercial organisations. That is a fairly obviousexample, in many long term contracts to do with
statement. It is a bit of a naive question but in whatproperty and construction, somewhere around the
ways would such an understanding lead tofive or the seven year point in the life of a contract,
improvements in the delivery of successful PFIthe client has the option to go to the market again to
contracts? It is a very easy question to let you havere-run a competition for the provision of soft
your say about the public sector.facilities management services. There are other

(Mr Busby) It does not sound very easy. It is in themechanisms such as benchmarking, but we all have
area of risk allocation that most of the detailedto look at how we can introduce stronger governance
debate happens in the early days of the contractmechanisms through looking again at our advice and
negotiation side. A greater understanding in thatguidance to help improve clients’ capability in this
particular area would be helpful. That is what Icritical area.
interpret as the commercial aspect. The particular

5. Can I ask you about one contract for the sake of point that concerns my organisation is one of time.
example? I am told that in the Department of Work Frequently during the leading up to and award of
and Pensions there is a property deal called Prime. If contracts, the time pressures are allowed to slip and
we look at the management team in the department, it is an area that the private sector feels as though it
nobody involved in the management team was struggles with. One gets the impression that a lot of
involved in the original deal and nobody in the the public sector organisations do not understand the
private sector side was involved in the original deal. importance of time to the private sector. Time is
This is rather worrying. Do you know about this money in that area and the request that we would
particular contract? have would be to try and get a greater conforming to

the timetable as laid down. It is in that type of area6. I am aware of that situation. We have seen some
where most of these issues affect my particularof the consequences of that. Certainly in the advice
members.that we are giving to departments we are strongly

encouraging them that there is a level of continuity 10. If you go back to page 8 and look at paragraph
between those people involved up to the point of 1.11, you will see that 79 per cent of authorities
contract award and those who are involved post- thought the risk allocation was totally satisfactory
contract award. I do think that is important to help but only 53 per cent of contractors had this view. Do
the partnering relationship get off to a good start, you want to tell me why you think that contractors
particularly in the early years of the contract, because and authorities had differing views on how risk
if there is complete loss of memory on both sides transfer is worked out?
about what led to particular agreements around the (Mr Busby) There always will be a difference. Icontract at negotiations, then it must increase the risk would suggest that the public sector would bethat the partnering relationship does not get off to a worried if 100 per cent of contractors thought the riskgood start. allocation was ideal. The fact that there is debate in

this area I would consider fundamentally healthy. I7. And you knew about this particular situation
with Prime, did you? think it comes down to detail. There is the Gateway
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process that I know Peter’s office has issued various Mr Williams
announcements on. The fundamental criteria there

12.MrGershon, youhavedescribed this report as aas I understand it is that risks should be allocated to
useful wake-up call. As far as I understand it we arethe party that is best able to manage them. That is a
400 contracts and £100 billion down the road. Whatprinciple that we agree with. The debate that happens
happened to your alarm clock?is on which party is best able to manage each

(Mr Gershon) I described it as a wake-up call inindividual risk. I feel as though it is a learning
terms of helping to focus attention on the importanceprocess. We are talking here of PFI. It is a process
of contract management, not in the sense that it is notthat has been around for a relatively short time.
happening today. It is, but it is a very powerfulThere are very steep learning curves in this process
reminder that we need to continue to maintain andand one assumes that as PFI continues the detail of
strengthen the focus on this area. That is entirelyrisk allocation will become a procedural rather than
consistent with the remit of the OGC which wasa discussion point.
created in April 2000 to look at procurement in a

11. Mr Gershon, if you look at page 14, paragraph whole life sense from cradle to grave, whereas
1.38, you will see that 55 per cent of these authorities historically procurementmuch more closely followed
have already used the change procedures to update what happened pre-award. The Gateway process is a
their contracts. How are you going to encourage demonstrable example of how we have introduced a
authorities to achieve successful outcomes to any technique to support that whole life approach. I use
new service requirements? this term in the sense that anything of this nature

which helps draw to the attention of top management(Mr Gershon) If behind that quote was that this
across the Civil Service to the importance of theselevel of change is contributing to lack of success
disciplines I regard as being entirely helpful to myrather than success . . . I am not worried about this
cause.level of change because one of the things that the

NAO have given us in general terms about the nature 13. You do? Do you not regret that they were not
of these changes is that in the main they do not reflect there before?
very substantive changes to the contract post-award. (Mr Gershon) Of course I do.A lot of them are of a fairly minor nature. The sort
of example you might expect, I know from one or two 14. Are you not alarmed? For example, if I look at
contracts, is where the contract was placed on the page 11, in banner headlines in the last column it says
basis that the supplier would do a set of testing and “Value for moneymechanisms are needed”. How is it
then the customer would do a set of testing. But in the that they are still needed at this stage? You yourself
period between contract award and the asset said that you are not actually monitoring; you are
becoming ready for service and being introduced into getting some information, but there seems to be no
service, the client and the supplier agreed to a joint scientificassessmentofvalueformoney.Indeed, in the
testing approach. That would have to be reflected in NAO report it is impressionistic whether it is good
a change to the contract. That is a highly beneficial value formoneyornot.There isnoempirical evidence
change and reflects in some sense that the partnership here that it is good value for money. It is just the
is working well. On the other hand you could see a contractor saying it is good value for money and the
scope change post-contract award because of the people who enter into the contract say it is good value
needs for example of the prison service, if the role of for money, but neither of them are going to throw up
a prison is changed to include provision for under-18 their hands up and say, “We got it wrong”, are they?
prisoners who require special additional facilities to (Mr Gershon) What this report is looking at is what
ensure their protection. That would then lead to hashappenedover timebetweencontract as contracts
some change to the contract which was move into their implementation and operational
accommodated by the contractor. The percentage service phase.
seems high but the nature of change does not lead me

15. No, no. The question is value for money. All weto believe that this is worrying. It might be helpful for
havehere is impressionistic analysis of theviewsof theColin to say on a traditional procurement contract
authorities and of the contractors on whether it waswhich his company has been involved in, the sort of
good value for money or not. You agreed this report.level of changes they would see between contract

(Mr Gershon) Yes.award and the handover of the asset in a
conventionally procured built contract. 16. If it does say value for money mechanisms are

(Mr Busby) I think this whole area of change is a needed you must agree with me and with the report
plus side for PFI. The example that Peter is asking me and with your department that indeed they are
to relate to you was for a hospital procurement under needed. Why are they so slow in coming?
the traditional form. My company has been involved (Mr Gershon) As standardisation and advice and
in many of those and it is not unusual for such a guidance affects more and more of the contracts they
traditional contract to have, say, 15,000 change will include mechanisms for determining the ongoing
orders during the construction phase of such a value for money during the life of the contract. I
contract. I am sure there are plenty of examples referred tooneexample and, if you recollect, Iwas last
where 15,000 is significantly under what has actually in this room with Sir Andrew Turnbull when we
occurred. We have just finished a major general looked at GOGGS. That has in it, for example, the
hospital in Scotland under PFI and the change orders provision at various points in the contract to re-
through that process number less than 50. I am complete the soft FM aspects of the contract which
convinced that it is the PFI process that has caused provides a real test as to whether that aspect of the

contract is continuing to provide value for money.that change to occur.
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17.Youquotedone exampleout of a hundred.You based on the questions I tabled to every department.

have agreed that there is a need, a gap, for Out of a relatively small proportion of these 400
mechanisms. Either you agree there is a gap or you do contracts they foundthat inonly15percent1wasthere
not. If you do not agree why did you sign up to the anyunderstanding to share in re-financingprofits.We
report? well understand how they arise. The risk is early on—

(Mr Gershon) If you look at the text that underpins borrow short and high interest rates at the beginning.
this it highlights what authorities are already doing. When the income flow comes in as you get to the

building phase you have got the income flow and you18. Yes. That is what they are already doing but it
now go to a lower rate of interest and longer termsays more are needed.
borrowing. That is predictable. It was in some of the(Mr Gershon) Yes.
early contracts in relation to railways but it was not in

19. But it is 400 contracts. You quote one example. the later ones. Where was the monitoring of that?
(Mr Gershon) You are assuming that in 400 Where was the value for money there? Why did

contracts there are no value formoneymechanisms in Treasury in its guidance tell departments and
place. That is not the case. In a number of instances authorities that they were not to seek any share in re-
mechanisms such as the re-competing of the soft FM financingwindfall profits? It is in the report and itwas
contracts may not yet have been triggered because in their guidance. They, you were told, are now re-
insufficient time has passed in the life of the contract writing that guidance. Is it re-written yet and what is
because typically that will happen at the five or seven the outcome?
year point. (Mr Gershon) If I can clarify the position on that, in

20.Thatwould soundmore impressive if itwerenot 1999 we alerted departments to the issue of re-
for the other side of the page. If you look at page 10, financing and said it was an issue that they needed to
second column, again in banner headlines which you take into account. Last year we issued further
have signed up to it says that further understanding is guidance to departments on the subject of re-
required of the returns contractors earn. If youdonot financing. The revision of the Standardisation of PFI
actually understand the returns they earn how do you Contracts that is currently out for consultation, and
know whether they are giving you good value for which we expect to publish by next March, explicitly
moneyornot? It just reinforceswhat Ihave saidabout steers clients towards a 50-50 share of re-financing
the value for money inadequacies. gains and approval of all re-financing.

(MrGershon) I amsorry, Idonotagree.Firstly, this
24. You have got there after all this time. Oh, no,does not say that there is no understanding today of

you have not got there because you still have somewhatcontractors earn. It says thereneeds tobe further
consultation. We do not know, as it is only out tounderstanding, but the critical test of value formoney
consultation, that that is what the guidance will stateif you run a competition is—
at the end,dowe? It is conceivable if youdonot get the21. You are misunderstanding me. We have £100
results you want in the consultation that it may notbillion already committed and you do not even have
happen. You have not exactly been expeditious.any meaningful information to give this Committee

(Mr Gershon) It is also the case that if the OGC ison rates of returns for contractors. Let us give you an
now consulted by departments on the subject of re-example we had a little while ago when we were
financing and for a new contract they get a very cleardealing with the prisons in the last Parliament. The
steer in advance of the revision of standardisationcontract—was it for Fazakerley, or was it Parc, Sir
which is 50-50.John?

(Sir John Bourn) Fazakerley. 25. There you are. It shows that some of the
shouting that government departments get in this22. The contractor said that they required a 50 per

cent premium on their normal rate of return for a Committee does at least achieve something. Let us
prison PFI contract, 50 per cent on top of what they move to the contractual side. Iam in favourofPFIbut
would normally expect with a conventional building I want it to work properly. I want it to be a good deal
contract. That seems somewhat obscene. for everyone. I want contractors to get a reasonable

(Mr Gershon) That was a very early prison in a very rate of profit but I want the taxpayer to get a
novelmarket where for the private sector there would reasonable deal. I have no objection in principle,
havebeenvery significant risk.As themarketmatures unlike some people, to the PFI notion. I want it to
that risk declines and you would expect therefore the work effectively. On risk transfer how much further
rateof return thata contractorexpects todecline.This aheadhavewegonesinceweran into thenonsenseswe
was against a background that in the history of public had with the Passport Office and so on when they
sector procurement in areas like prisons there were incurred costs of £12.5million as a result of the failure
significant cost and time overruns on which the of Siemens, and that two weeks before a hearing here,
contractorwasbeingaskedto take theriskas itmoved they were only able to get Siemens to pay £2.5 million
across from the public to the private sector. towards the losses? That did not seem much of a risk

23. They were making so much profit on their
existing PFI contracts that they were using the profit 1 C&AG’s Report, figure 8, p 13. An earlier memorandum,

summarising the answers to Parliamentary Questions in Julyto invest in new PFI contracts because they were such
2000, showed that 24 per cent of 105 PFI contracts listed bya good deal. Let us take it a stage further. We at that
departments included arrangements entitling departments totime also, and this is dealt with here, discovered that share in refinancing gains: The Refinancing of the Fazakerley

theyhadmadesignificantbonusprofitasaresultof re- PFI Prison Contract, 13th Report from the Committee of
financing. I tabled a question and Sir John and his Public Accounts (HC 372, Session 2000–01), Appendix 3,

para 5.colleagues very kindly prepared a memorandum
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transfer. The fault was mainly that of the company is, in those cases where the evaluation has fallen were

the authorities concerned simply fooled by theand its computer system and yet the costs were borne
by the department. Are we advanced on that now? contractor into thinkingthat theyhadgotabetterdeal

than they had?(Mr Gershon) I think there is a much better
understanding amongst public sector clients that (Mr Gershon)No, I do not think they were fooled. I

think in some areas common understanding aboutthere are certain aspects of the risk that cannot be
transferred, particularly the ultimate responsibility what was really required by the contract and what

each party had to deliver only became apparent afterfor delivering a public service. As risk management
techniques develop within the public sector—and the the award of the contract. That could have been a

contributing factor.understanding that there is a retained risk—that is
sharpening up focus as to what sort of risks you can 29.Sotheauthorities got itwrong,didnot setup the
sensibly seek to transfer to thepublic sector, and those contracts properly and as a result suffered?
that you have to be mindful to retain in the public (Mr Gershon) Partnering is a bit likemarriage. Yousector and that should influence how you select and enter into it with the view of having a long termmanage your private sector contractor. I am very relationship and sometimes, regretfully, you discovermindful of the report that came out recently from this after the marriage ceremony that the person youCommittee about its hearing on the NAO report on thought youhadmarrieddoes not quite turn out to beriskmanagement wherewhat you advocated was that as you had expected. They have bad habits that onlyin the selection of partners (not just private sector come to light after the wedding ceremony.partners but also other partners) clients need to Chairman: Or vice versa.understand and satisfy themselves about the risk
management systems in their partners. That is
certainly one of the things that we take on board. We

Geraint Daviesdo not necessarily use the same language but if you
look at the guidelines around the Gateway review 30. Where is Mrs Gershon?
process that is one of the things that is tested by these (Mr Gershon) Do not draw any conclusions
independent reviews. We are also in the process of whatsoeverabout thestateofmyownmarriage. Itwas
developingenhancedguidance foraccountingofficers excellent on the day of contract award and remains
about seeking value for money in complex excellent.
procurements, not just PFI but PFI is a good example
of a complex procurement, and we have factored in
thataspectabout lookingat riskmanagement systems Mr Rendel
in that advice. You would say, “Bloody slow; they

31. You say they were not fooled but somethingought to be doing it faster”, but—
went wrong clearly. You think that what happened

26. In slightlymore delicate language that is exactly was that the authorities made a mistake, they
what I would have said. misunderstood what they were letting themselves in

(Mr Gershon) In our pedestrian way we are slowly for?
but surely trying to get to where you would have liked (Mr Gershon) Or there was lack of mutual
us to be a long time ago. understanding about what was really required.

Mr Williams: I think you have successfully talked
32. It does not seem to me that it matters muchme through my 15 minutes so I give in at this stage.

whether the contractors understoodor not. The point
is that theauthorities thought theyweregettingagood
deal; now theydonot. Itmay still be satisfactorybut itChairman
is certainly a worse deal than they thought they were

27. I am very sorry—I should also have welcomed getting.
Mr Peter Ryan; I am sorry, the Head of the Private (Mr Gershon) Yes.
Finance Policy Unit. As you have not had a chance of

33. Either they were being deliberately fooled orsaying yet I would like to give you the opportunity
they made a mistake and misunderstood what theynow. Do you have any comments?
were doing.(Mr Ryan) Amplifying Mr Gershon’s response,

(Mr Gershon) Or potentially they selected thethere is clear evidence that in certain contracts we are
wrong partner.seeing effective risk transfer and there are contracts

where a private sector partner, having failed to 34. In that case they made a mistake. Selecting the
perform adequately, is suffering significant financial wrongpartner seems tometobeaclearcaseofmaking
penalty.Weare learning.Wearenotperfectbutweare a mistake.
doing better. (Mr Gershon) Yes. What do you do then to try to

make the relationship work? In one instance in which
I had some personal involvement helping the parties

Mr Rendel come to a revised arrangement to put the relationship
on a stronger footing was the PFI contract for the28. Iwant to startonfigure 1,page 2, andalsofigure

36, page 35, which are obviously connected. Mr Armed Forces Personnel Administration Agency
where, after the contract was awarded, theGershon, you said earlier that figure 36 on page 35

shows that there is no cause for complacency. Clearly relationship went through a bad period and it was
necessary to reconstruct it to get to a point where thethere are a number of areas in a lot of contracts where

the evaluation of how good the contract is in terms of client now believes that it has the potential to start to
delivervalueformoney. Ifyoulookat theNAOreportvalueformoneyhassufferedquitea lotevenwithinthe

firstyear.Thatworriesme.Myfirstquestion therefore it also illustratesRAFMailwhichwent fromexcellent
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to marginal but also records somewhere else in the (Mr Gershon) I am clear what number we should

aim for.report that the relationshiphasbeen redefinedand the
early signs following that reconstruction are 41. That is not the point. What are you getting?
encouraging. (Mr Gershon) What is my belief?

35. Let me pass on from that if I may and say that if 42. Yes.
we again compare figure 1 to figure 36 the apparently (Mr Gershon) How many would be better than
successful outcome of PFI in the NAO view seems to satisfactory?
depend veryheavily onfigure 1. In otherwords, asMr

43. Yes, satisfactory or better by the end of theWilliams was saying earlier, you seem content with
contract. How many of the authorities will still thinkwhat is happening because most people seem to think
that these were good value for money contracts whenit has gone well but this is after all a fairly subjective
they come to their final year?view of what was happening.

(Mr Gershon) At least the same number who think(Mr Gershon) I was careful not to express
they are satisfactory or better today.contentment in the answer I gave to the Chairman’s

questions, Mr Rendel. 44. Really?
(Mr Gershon) Yes.36. You indeed said there was no cause for

complacency. Nevertheless it seems that your general 45. Although it seems to be falling, and yet you are
view is that on the whole most people feel that these saying that from now on it is not going to fall any
arrangements have been at least satisfactory and yet further at all?
within one year of their start in 23 per cent of cases the (Mr Gershon) First you asked me a question about
perception of how good the value for money is has whatwouldhappenat theendofthecontract,andthat
deteriorated within the first year. was the question I answered. As I said, I think we are

(Mr Gershon) I am slightly confused by this taking a number of measures that will help clients’
reference to the one year. I recognise the 23 per cent capability to manage these contracts and strengthen
but I do not recognise the one year. the ability to derive value for money from them.

46. I hope you are right. Probably neither of us will37. I thinksomewhere inhereweweretoldthatmost
be here in the year when these contracts end.of the ones that are being looked at had been in

(Mr Gershon) I sincerely hope that at periodicoperation for about a year.
intervals the NAO will do similar reviews to this so(Mr Finlay) The contracts had been let for at least a
that we are all able to monitor what is happening andyear, so some contracts hadbeenoperating for a year,
the effectiveness of the management actions that aresome two years, some three years.
being taken.(MrGershon)For example,oneof theprojectshere,

which happens to be in my direct area of 47. It will be very interesting to see how this graph
responsibility, was let in 1996. It was four years. changes over the years, and no doubt the NAO will

wish toreproduce thisgraphasyearsgoby.MrBusby,38. Thepoint I ammaking is notwhether itwas one
may I ask you a question? Twenty five of the firmsyear, two years or three years but they are still on the
concerned have had deductions made as a result ofwhole,becausePFI isafairlynewbusiness, at theearly
failure to fulfil the contract terms totally.2Are younotend of their existence. Some of them may be halfway
abitworriedabout thefigure?It seemstobequitea lot.through by now. They have been three years of a six-
Presumably if they were, as one hoped they all were,year contract but a lot of themwill be a lot longer than
tendering for the minimum price which wouldthat.Someofthem,asweknow,gorightup to30years
nevertheless give them a reasonable return on theandare right at thebeginningof their term.Thatbeing
amount of capital employed and the workforcethe case, and given that apparently the estimation of
employed, and 25 of them have actually not got thatvalue formoney is fallingaway, are youconfident that
price because they have had deductions made as aat the end of these contracts we will still have more
result of failing to fulfil the contract, is that not ratherthan 50 per cent in the satisfactory or better area?
bad news for the contractors?(Mr Gershon) As I said, we are taking a number of

(Mr Busby) It certainly puts pressure onmeasures to strengthen client capability. If you take
contractors. If I can use the example of the hospital,these 100 projects what could be done to improve
thecontractorswill getpaid for two things inhospitalsvalue formoneywouldbe in theareasof lookingat the
on the service side. One is the provision of the serviceskills involved with people in managing the contract,
and the other is the availability of the service. Forthe partnering, the strength—
example, if a ward is taken out for maintenance the

39. Excuse me, Mr Gershon, I do not think you are authority involved would be entitled to make a
answeringmyquestion.What Iwant toknowis, if you deduction for that particular non-availability and
look at figure 1 and you take figure 1, not just at the would in fact do so. It is that area where I believe the
contract letting which is the light blue and concurrent deductions have been made. I do not think it is a
which is the dark blue, but if you were to take all these fundamental assessment of the performance under
at the end of the contract time, would you get a graph the contract. It is a process within it that allows for
which still showed more than 50 per cent in the first deductions to happen in those terms.
three blocks? 48. So you are saying that this is not a case in which(Mr Gershon) My belief is yes. they aremaking less of aprofit than they thought they

were going to make?40. How much more than 50 per cent? At present
you are at something like 80 per cent; is that right?

2 C&AG’s Report, para 1.22.Somewhere in here I think I saw a figure of that sort.
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(Mr Busby) It could easily be that, yes. I would areaswhere thetimethatwasbeingtaken isamatterof

concern to themandIamindialoguewithanumberofexpect the deduction to reduce their profit
undoubtedly. the departments to understand what is driving these

excessive timescaleswhicharegivingrise toadditional49. I may want to come back to that later because it cost for the private sector and the public sector to seewas not quite how I understood it. Mr Gershon, are what we can do to shorten the timescales in PFIyouawareofanycases inwhichdeductionscouldhave contracting. It is not a given. There is no fundamentalbeen made but were not? law of nature that says it should take as long as it does(Mr Gershon) I personally am not aware of any for some of these contracts to get awarded.such cases.
55. But it has done up to now.50. Can I ask you now about the timescale for
(MrGershon) Ithasdoneuptonowandit isamatterputting these contracts intoplace? It seems tome from

that I am paying attention to.experience, particularly in my own constituency, that
very often putting a PFI contract into place takes a
hell of a lot longer than going down a straightforward
paid-for-by-the-government-out-of-public-funds

Jon Tricketttype of contract. Is that correct, in your experience?
(Mr Gershon) Yes, I think that is a fair top level 56. Idonotfeel comfortablewiththisreport insome

statement to make. ways. Itsmethodology is really an opinion survey of a
number of people chosen we do not know quite how.51. In that case what notice is taken of that when
I am not sure that measuring perceptions tells us veryyou are deciding to go one way or the other, because
much, especially when you are asking people, “Areclearly if we are talking about providing public
you in favour of motherhood or apple pie?”services, if you canprovide a public service perhaps at
Underlining someofmyquestionswill be that generala slightly greater price now or at a slightly lower price
theme, that we have here an opinion survey ratherin five years’ time and add on the extra time taken to
than any objective study of value for money orset up the contract, is notice taken of that in making
anything else, although there is some interestingthedecisionastowhetheryougoonewayor theother?
information coming out of it. Sir John, are you in(Mr Gershon) Yes, but offsetting those delays is the
favour of motherhood and apple pie? It seems to mebetter performance that we are seeing of the private
that the culture of this place now is that PFI is thesector in PFI contracts bringing the assets in on or
latest flavour of the month. Personally I am notahead of the schedule demanded by the contract
particularly in favour of it but I guess if you asked thecompared to what we regrettably have seen too often
majority of civil servants, “Are you in favour of PFIin the past, that through traditional procurement the
anddoyougetvalue formoney?”, it isabit like saying,assets come late, sometimesmanymonths, sometimes
“Are you in favour of motherhood and apple pie?“yearsandyears later thantheoriginalplan.Therefore,

(Sir John Bourn) Yes, but that of course was notalthough yes, you may get additional time at the
what the survey was about. The survey was about thebeginning,youhaveto lookatwhathappensoverall in
experience that people had of working the PFIthe life of the project.
contracts and the experience showed that there was a

52.Weare lookingsurelyatvalue formoney inboth degree of satisfaction. The experience also showed
cases. If you have a straightforward contract and it that satisfaction was declining. The experience also
comes in late, then presumably you have got showed that on both sides people had ideas on how to
something in the contract that says you get some make things better. It was—and I do not claim for it
money back or the price is lower. any more than it was—a survey of those people who

(MrGershon) I amsorry, that is notalways the case. were responsible for this work and a survey of what
In traditional procurement methods often the cost of their experience was. As Mr Gershon has said, this is
the overrun fell to the public sector, both the direct thefirst time thatanattempthasbeenmadetoprovide
cost and the consequential cost. information on this area at all and that does not mean

tosay thatwewillnotdofurtherworkwhichexamines53. There is no reason for that, is there, if you write
this from other bases.the contract properly?

(Mr Gershon) But historically most public sector 57. I have no doubt that there is useful information
contracting was not done on a prime contracting in here but you really are asking people about
basis. Itwasdoneusingmore traditionalprocurement perceptions: “Do you perceive that you have had
methods where the client in effect acted as his own value for money?”, and then we have made a table
prime contractor. whichmembershavemademuchofaboutwhether the

people who are managing accounts perceive that they54. What you seem to be saying is that if you go for
have achieved value for money. I guess most peoplea traditional procurement method but you introduce
are going to say yes, and in a way it is a self-fulfillinginto your contract some sort of penalty clause then
approach. That is my view and I just want to say thatthat is very often going to be better value for money
some of the people of whom we have asked questionsthan going for a PFI scheme?
are clearly not equipped to give answers. I will(Mr Gershon) No, I am not saying that at all,
demonstrate that in the questions which I amgoing tobecause there is a cost to the public sector of the asset
address to yourself andothers. First of all can I ask oncoming in late in terms of delayed services. The point
what basis you selected the projects? There were 400you make about the additional time is absolutely
projects altogether. You chose 121 of them. Actuallyright. We are in discussion at the moment with the
youdid not evenmanage to get someof them to reply,industry association of which Colin is the Chairman,

where they have drawn to our attention a number of did you?
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(Mr Finlay) The sample that we chose was virtually significantnumbersof thestaffwerenotappropriately

skilled or experienced in managing contracts, does itall of central government PFI contracts.
not?

58. Every one of them? (Mr Gershon) The contract management team
(Mr Finlay) At the end of 2000 which had been in should havehad experience in the appropriate skills. I

force for over a year. Thatwas the basis of the sample. amhappywiththatbut there is somecauseforconcern
with thesefigures. Inany teamyouwouldexpect to see59. Not everybody replied though, did they?
a blend of experience and appropriate skills.(Mr Finlay) Not everyone replied but we did get a
Otherwise how will young people ever become thehighproportionwho replied.What Iwould also say is
experienced people of the future? Where you see thethat although you have mentioned that we asked
percentages below 50 per cent, that would be causeperceptions about value for money, which is
for concern.absolutely true, we also asked a series of much more

detailed questions to build up a very close 64. Seventeen out of 72 were precisely less than 50
understandingof themechanicsofwhatwasgoingon. per cent.

(Mr Gershon) Yes.60. We are politicians and we try to understand
opinion polls and that is what this really is. We also 65. So in 17 out of 72 cases, according to your
know that opinion polls depend on accurate answer just now, and this is design and build, you are
sampling. When you get a rogue poll it is because the unhappy with the blend of skills there.
sample of population that was asked was not truly (Mr Gershon) Yes, I am.
random. We have only got a limited number of

66. Thenwe note elsewhere that the number of staffresponses. Ninety per cent of the authorities but only
who were then transferred from having designed theabout three-quarters of the contractors bothered to
contract, prepared it and presumably let the contractrespond. If you lookat thedetail of the reportmanyof
to managing the contract, it is fascinating thatthemdidnotfill all thequestions in, did they?Theydid
significant proportions of contractswere managedbynot answer all the questions.
yet another group of staff who had not been involved(Mr Finlay) Certainly in the answers on value for
in the preparation of the contract. Are you contentmoney we got a high proportion of responses there.
with that?

61. What steps did you take to find out whether the (MrGershon)No, I amnot. It is becauseof that that
people who did not respond were not skewed in some we recognised that thatwas a problem some time ago,
way? How do you know that the people who did not which is why in the Gateway review one of the things
respond were the ones who were most disgruntled, that is explicitly tested is things like the skills and
unhappy or confused? capabilities of the team at the design and build stage

(Mr Finlay) We certainly took steps to get as high a and that the skills and capabilities of the team at the
response rate as possible. procurement stage, and we also look at what are the

plans for contract management and test what plans62. Yes, but I did not ask you that question, did I?
the department has for an acceptable level ofHow do you know that the ones who did not respond
continuity.were not the examples of worst practice?

(Mr Finlay) Clearly if we have not got the response 67. Two-thirds of the contracts were managed by
from an authority or a contractor then we do not staff who had no or little involvement in the
know exactly what their view of the contract is. What procurement of the contract.
I would say is that having devised the survey by (Mr Gershon) Incidentally, we may not like these
reference to, as I say, virtually all central government results but it does illustrate that people who answered
PFI contracts which had been in force for over a year the survey were pretty honest.
at the end of 2000, it was a virtually comprehensive

68. I am going to come back to the C&AG in asample that we started from and the list of projects at
moment because this question reveals two things:the back does show a very wide ranging list.3
firstly, contract preparation and contract

63. It does. I have made the point, which you have management are conceptually separate from a civil
not responded to but it is on the record because I have servant’s point of view which I would have thought
made it, that even the ones who responded did not youwouldbeunhappywith; secondly, thepeoplewho
reply to every question. In some cases your analysis are preparing contracts are not all equipped to
was only based on 72 responses, in table 12, for prepare those contracts in many cases. The question
example. If we turn to the outcomes of this opinion then is, if that is the case, were these the same people
poll, I am surprised that anybody says we have not who replied to the questionnaire because we are
achieved value for money because presumably they compounding the problem of levels of competence if
are required by their contracts of employment to weare thenasking these less than competent people to
produce value for money. In a way it is back to this respond to say whether they felt that the contract was
motherhood and apple pie thing. When we looked at well managed? I think it rather proves the reverse of
the skill levels of the staff who were managing the what you were saying, does it not? Let us just stick to
contract I thought that that was useful information. I the question which is about levels of competence in
think it is very valuable to us. I will just turn to Mr terms of contract management and contract
Gershon. Are you happy with the information which preparation.Areyouhappywith the information that
was revealed, for example, in table 12, admittedlyona has come out?
relatively small sample, which indicates that (Mr Gershon) I have just said that I was not. Ideally

I should like tohave seennoentries in the0-25per cent
3 C&AG’s Report, Appendix 2. and the 26-50 per cent ranges. Mr Williams always
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thinks we are a bit slow but in this area with the completing these questionnaires, they were giving it a

lot of consideration and the people at the top of theGateway reviewprocess, from whenwefirst launched
it last February,we have been helping the department teams, even if they delegated part of the exercise to

people beneath, the people at the top of the teamweretake a whole life approach to these forms of complex
projects, not just PFI contracts but other complex taking responsibility for sending it back to advisers.
projects aswell,wherewe test explicitly for theskills in

73. Many of the people who were managing thethe public sector team in the procurement phase and
contracts had not actually prepared the contracts inthe plans for the skills in the public and private sector
the first place. Let me just say this—I have to finish—teams in the design and build stage and the service
youwereaskingthemhadtheirperceptionof thevalueprovision stage. We highlight to the Accounting
for money changed and yet many of the people wereOfficer where those reviews identify the sorts of
eithernotqualified tomanage thecontract and/orhadweaknesses that this report is also highlighting.
not even prepared the contracts in the first place.

69. Let me go on to table 8. I may not have time to (Sir John Bourn) If they had not prepared the
getback to theC&AG.Theseare supposedly theways contract in the first place they were not parti pris to it
in which VFM was guaranteed objectively according andwerenotunderanyobligationofpreviousactivity
to the perceptions of the people responding to the to say what they did not think. It was an opportunity
opinionpoll. It is interesting to see that large numbers for them to say what they really thought.
of contracts do not seem to have had VFM exercises JonTrickett: In tryingtodemonstrate thedynamics
done on them, objective tests. If you take bench of perception as they change over the lifetime of a
marking, for example, which I am not totally contract, we now know from this report actually that
convinced is an accurate way of securing value for the staff were changing. You were asking the staff at
money,howconvincedareyou that the staff whowere the time at which the survey went out rather than the
doing the bench marking were competent? time it was submitted. I have now received my final

(Mr Gershon) Bench marking as far as I am aware warning.
not only involves the authority’s own staff. They may Chairman: You can still get an answer.
well bring in third parties who have specialist market JonTrickett:No, Iwould like toget the lastword in.
knowledge to assist in the bench marking exercise.

70. But it may well involving bringing in some
extra staff. Mr Steinberg

(MrGershon)Thereareexamples thatIamawareof
74. Page 10, paragraph 1.18, there is noneed formewhere I know that that has been done.

to quote the paragraph but if you read the paragraph
71. What guidance are you giving to the authorities it is very interesting, is it not, because really this does

and the departments as to these types of sumupthewholeof thePFI,does itnot? In fact it is the
methodologies for securing VFM? Are you happy wholebasisof thePFI, is itnot? If theprivate sectordo
with these statistics? not get a big enough rate of return they are hardly

(Mr Gershon) No, I cannot say I am happy because likely tobe interested in theproject tobeginwith.They
to say 15 per cent shared in refinancing benefits is are only in it for the rate of return, are they not? There
cause for concern. I have indicated already through are no altruistic reasons why they are in it.
the revised advice and guidance we are giving (Mr Gershon) The assumption is they are not
departments that we have to take a much stronger charitable organisations and they are there to make a
position in the sharing of those sorts of benefits. The reasonable rate of return, as this report identifies.
direct answer to your question is no, I am not happy

75. Right.with those percentages and we are doing something
(Mr Gershon) On the other hand, they are in theabout it.

business, not just in terms of what they do for the
72. Okay. If I can just come back to the C&AG public sector but with other customers as well, of

because I have been givenmy short termwarning that providing high quality products, goods and services
time is runningout.MrGershon isnot toohappywith because if they do not do that they will not make
the levelof competence thathasbeenrevealed in terms reasonable rates of return and theywill not prosper as
of contract management and the procuring of private sector organisations. The rate of return is a
contracts, the skill of those people. How happy are consequence of taking business decisions and good
you about the level of competence of the staff who fill management action.
in your questionnaire? What steps did you take to

76. For example, the hospital in Durham has justensure that these people were competent? I would
been completed under PFI, my understanding is theguess that if it landed on my desk and I was the chief
contract was based on the fact that there will beofficer in the department I would pass it down to the
returns for shareholders of something like 20per cent.person who was doing the contract to fill it in and
If you are building into a contract that theprobably make sure the boxes were filled in before it
shareholders are going to get 20 per cent dividends,came back to yourself. Is that apple pie and
somebody has to be paying more money than themotherhood and things really? What is this
project is worth in the first place, if we were in themeasuring, this document, in a way?
public sector.(MrFinlay) In termsof thepeoplewhofilledoutour

questionnaires, they were sent to the people currently (Mr Gershon) I do not want to get into the deep
water we did at the GOGGS hearing about thein charge of the projects, whether that is on the

authority side or the contractor side.Certainly froma complexities of some financing issues, about what is
the make up of a return and wherever a return islot of the feedback that we got, because we were

regularly in touch with the people who were necessarily commensurate with a dividend.
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77. Presumably if a contractor is building into a 83. No, generally.

contract the fact thathemust get 20per cent return for (MrGershon)No, that isnot true.That isnot trueas
his shareholders, it must make the contract more a generalisation.
expensive than it would have been if it was built in the

84. It is not true?public sector. You do not need 20 per cent.
(Mr Gershon) No.(Mr Gershon) Mr Steinberg, let me try to explain

this issueabout the costoffinance. I still remember the 85. Is it true about the hospital in Durham, just as a
debate we had here a couple of weeks ago. It is matter of interest? You brought that up, I did not.
absolutely true that money costs the public sector less (Mr Gershon) I would very much doubt it. I do not
than it costs the private sector. know the detail of the public sector comparator but I

would doubt it.78. Yes.
(Mr Gershon) Typically, if you are a sort of credit 86. What happens if you find there is an excessive

worthyprivate sector organisation, it costs about two rate of return, what would you do?
and a half, three, four percentage points more than it (Mr Gershon) As a result of the study?
costs the public sector. You are having to fund the
construction cost of a project which is, over the life 87. Yes?
time, typically around 20 to 25 per cent total project (Mr Gershon) We would need to look at what steps
costs. That is making overall about a one per cent we would need to take to introduce more competition
difference. If you take that extra to three to four per into the market place or what other factors might be
cent of 20 to 25 per cent it is less than one per cent driving it. It might be that there are some particular
difference. If that was the only thing then why would risks we are seeking to transfer which the private
youdo it but thewhole point about having the private sector is puttingavery, veryhighpremiumonwhich is
sector focussing on not only construction not justified and it might be better to advise the public
responsibility but having to take whole life sector client to bring that risk back into the public
responsibility is it should be able to find efficiencies sector.There couldbeavarietyof reasons. I cannotbe
that far outweigh that additional cost of money. specificabout it. I just illustrate twoof thepossibilities

that might be taken if the scenario that you have79. At the end of the paragraph it says: “The Office
outlined comes to pass.of Government Commerce is reviewing value for

moneyandlevelsofreturn theprivatesectorgetson its 88. In your review will you be trying to discover if
investments...”. Why would it be doing that if it did the project is making higher dividends than you
not think the actual rate of return was too high in the thought in the first place and those dividends are
first place? cutting services, will you find that out in your survey?

(Mr Gershon) Because as the market matures and (Mr Gershon) No, no. This is looking at rates of
the risks become better understood by the private return, it is not an attempt to correlate that with the
sector and the market develops, you would expect to quality of the service that is being delivered.
see that the rates of return are diminishing over time

89.Doyounot thinkyoushould?Mypoint is ifhighmore towards the sorts of averages the private sector
levels of rates of returns are being produced then theywouldearn inothermarket sectors.That is thepieceof
have to be paid for somehow. The only way I can seework that I commissioned, to see whether that is
them being paid for is a cut in the service.happening in practice. That is what the theory says

(Mr Gershon) Let me try to explain. When you bidshouldhappenandI aminterested toassesswhether it
a fixedprice for a contract, irrespective ofwhether it isis happening in practice. You would expect on the
PFI, any sort of asset based contract where you haveearlycontracts that thereturn theprivatesectorwould
to bid in some way a fixed price, firstly you have tomake, provided the project was successful, would be
estimate what your costs are then you have to look athigher thantheywouldbemaking inamaturemarket.
the risks you are taking and price those risks. YouWe should also bear in mind that some private sector
have to set aside contingency money against thoseorganisations have lost an arm and a leg on PFI
risks occurring.contracts.Theyhavenot all gone swimminglywell for

the private sector.
90. Yes.

80. That is probably an argument they should not (Mr Gershon) Firstly you have to win the contract,
have been built in the private sector in the first place. you have to put a price on the table, you now win the
They should have been built in the public sector. contract. If you manage those risks very well you do

(Mr Gershon) No, no, no. not use all your contingencies whichwill lead you to a
higher than anticipated rate of return. If you have got81. I have no great sympathy for that argument. your estimating wrong, that may erode your(Mr Gershon) The private sector have also lost contingency, it may consume all your contingency, inmoney on conventional procurement as well. which case you are now into a position known as loss.

82. I want to come back to that later on, to what
91.Thenyouhave topay for that loss.Howwill youhappens when that does go wrong. Let me just

pay for that loss?continuedown this track just a littlebitmore.ThePFI
(Mr Gershon) You have only got a fixed incomeandpublic sectordevelopment, I understandovera60

coming in.year period would probably cost about the same but
over a 30 year period the PFI is much more expensive 92. Exactly.
than a public sector project, is that right? (Mr Gershon) Yes.

(MrGershon)Areyoumaking that statementabout
the particular hospital project in your constituency? 93. That is what I am saying.
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(MrGershon)But theclienthasremediesagainst the 105. Yes. Then they have to find that money from

somewhere else and that means cutting services.contractor for failure to deliver the contracted level of
service because you get deductions under the contract (Mr Gershon) Mr Steinberg, if you pass me that
for poor performance. information, I am very happy to follow that up and

personally come back to you on that.94. What you are saying is regardless of the
106. Okay. We will move on. I am almost out ofperformance of the contractor and regardless of the

time. That cannot be right. Is it not a fact, the way Idividends that are made, this should not affect the
look at it, that the track that Jon was going down isservice?
absolutely right? Basically you are bound to say, if(Mr Gershon) The client has the lever to enforce the
asked, it is value for money because at the end of thecontractor toperformanddeliver the contracted level
day you have no other option but to say that becauseof service. If he does not his losses just get worse.
there is no other avenue you can go down, therefore

95. Perhaps we are not going down the same track you have to justify it. At the end of the day there is
here.Letus just take thehospitalasanexample. If that only one way that a major capital project can now be
hospital has to pay the contractor a certain amount of built and that is through PFI.
moneyperyear, let us say£12millionayear,whatever (Mr Gershon) Sorry. It is not the case that is the
it maybe. only way of building capital projects.

(Mr Gershon) For a contracted level of service?
107. Can you tell me a hospital that is now being

96. Right. That is for the building. built under a public sector contract?
(Mr Gershon) No. (Mr Gershon) There are one or two traditionally

procured hospitals.97. Not for the service?
(Mr Gershon) No, no. 108. Where?

(Mr Ryan) Can I just clarify. I cannot give you the98. They do not provide services?
names off the top of my head but I know that very(Mr Gershon) They will provide hard facilities
recently on four hospitals in the NHS which had beenmanagement.
due to be built under PFI it was concluded that after

99. Yes, they will provide, perhaps, the car parking careful examination it was better to do it through
and the portering. conventional procurement. That is what is being

(Mr Gershon) No. done. That illustrates the fact that the public sector
comparator is used properly.100. They do not provide the clinical services?

(Mr Gershon) Mr Busby has just mentioned in my(Mr Gershon) No, no, no.
ear that he thinks that the one on the Isle of Sheppey

101.Thepoint I amtrying tomake, if youwill listen, is being done through traditional procurement, not
is if the hospital has a certain budget and they have to PFI.
take from that budget to pay for the contract, at the (Mr Busby) It fits the definition.
end of the day that contract is more than was Mr Steinberg: I had six pages of questions I wanted
anticipated because they then have to find extra to ask you, I have asked one and a half.
money to pay the extra payments, where will that Chairman: You can come back at the end if you
money come from? want to. Mr Rendel, unusually, has now found his

(Mr Gershon) The extra payments are not triggered reference to the question he was asking Mr Busby so
by the contractor making losses. I am sorry, although he wants a very brief question to him before he
it is true in thehospitals clinical services arenotwithin leaves.
the scopeof PFI, the contractorwill probablyhave an
obligation about the maintenance of the ambient
temperature inside the building. Mr Rendel

102. Right. 109. If I may, Chairman, because I am afraid, I
(Mr Gershon) He will provide soft FM services like have to apologise, I have to leave in a moment. Mr

catering, laundering, portering, i.e. the non clinical Busby, when I was asking you earlier about these
services. ones that had deductions, you gave me an answer

which I was surprised about. You may remember at103. Absolutely.
the time I said I would look up the reference and(Mr Gershon) Right. He contracts. There are key
come back to it. I have now been helped to find theperformance indicators in the contract which define
reference which is paragraph 1.22 on page 11 wherethe contracted level of service. If the contractor does
the report says that “... 58 per cent of authorities whonot achieve that he gets debits off his payments for
had an agreed performance and performancefailing tomeet the contracted level of service. If he has
deduction review process told us they had madealready made losses, because he got it wrong on the
performance deductions in accordance with thosebuilding, that is tough luck, you do not get extra
processes. 25 authorities told us that they had mademoney, that is one of the great benefits of PFI.
deductions totalling £10.3 million”. As I understand

104. I hope that is right. My understanding and it, that is when the contractor’s performance—as it
information that has perhaps been given to me, it says in the very first sentence there—falls below
might be biassed information, is that at the end of the certain contractually defined standards. In other
day if the hospital, out of its budget, has to increase its words, it is something that is in the contract. When a
payments to the contractors — ward goes into maintenance for a period you do not

get the payment during that period, that is in the(Mr Gershon) Because the contractor has made
a loss? contract. What we are talking about here are
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deductions for when the performance falls below would take three years to build and cost £300 million

and you use the three years and the £300 million andcertain standards. Now it seems to me if that is true
and if this amount of money is being removed from then suddenly you got cut back to produce this

building in two years for £200 million. Do you notyour contractors, given that—as I mentioned earlier,
I would hope the contractors were basing their rue the day anybody thought of this scheme? Yes, is

the answer.tenders on the lowest possible price to get anything
like a reasonable rate of return—then presumably in (Mr Busby) It was a considerable shock to the
the end all these 25 contractors had failed to get a industry when the scheme was initially suggested by
reasonable rate of return and I would have expected Government. The industry struggled significantly
that to be pretty worrying from your point of view. with the additional risks that they were asked to take

(Mr Busby) I can only repeat what I said earlier. As on board as a result of PFI but there is no doubt that
far as I am concerned, the ones I am aware of, the the good old days—as you describe them—did a
deductions were made in accordance with the number of things. It certainly in the main, if you use
processes which are contained within the contract. hospitals as the example, did not provide value for
There are two fundamental ways on which a money to the public sector, of that I am absolutely
contractor is paid: availability of the service is clearly convinced.
one of them. In the event that there is a problem with

114. It was awful.that availability, and that can come in all sorts of
(Mr Busby) It was awful, yes.forms, then a deduction will be made.
115. They were all part of the same gang.110. Are you saying—let me get this quite
(Mr Busby) The returns that the contractors get, Istraight—that in your view the contractors would

am fascinated by some of the comments that havehave taken into account the likelihood of this level of
been made around the construction industry shaftingdeductions before they fixed the tender price to give
the public sector. The reality is that my industrythem a reasonable rate of return?
probably makes a return on average of about two per(Mr Busby) I think they probably would, yes,
cent of turnover, that is the return that we as anbecause it is totally unreasonable to expect every
industry on average will get. My company has beenward to be available for 30 years 100 per cent of the
very proud to announce for the first time it hastime.
managed to get one per cent profit margin on its

111. Can I just ask the C&AG, is that how you turnover. There are industries which I know contract
understand the PFI is supposed to work or perhaps to the public sector, Mr Gershon, where margins of,
Mr Gershon would like to answer this? Is that what let us say, ten per cent are thought to be more
you understand, they are expected to set up their appropriate. That does not happen in this industry.
contract prices with an allowance for the fact that

116. IT Companies are 15 and 20 per cent.they probably will fail to do what they said they will
(Mr Busby) Fine, yes.do in the contract?

(Mr Gershon) Can I put it this way. When I was on 117. Construction is quite well known andthe other side and we were bidding for a PFI recognised. Schedules and rates, for example, youcontract, you would make probably an allowance can work these things up reasonably simply andthat certainly in the period immediately following easily. Here is the old building, you have a chance towhat you describe as the start up phase of the maintain it, taken over a 30 year lifespan where youcontract, you would probably make some have a responsibility —contingency against meeting the contractually
(Mr Busby) Absolutely.defined levels.

Chairman: I am going to stop you there. 118. You have to make sure it is built right to
Mr Rendel: That is fine. I am appalled, but that start with.

is fine. (Mr Busby) Absolutely so.

119. I am surprised you find it amazing you have
to take wards out. You have to take wards out toMr Jenkins
paint them.

112. Mr Busby, it is a strange set up, is it not? We (Mr Busby) Yes.
go through all this system and I bet you must wish for

120. To put new windows in to them, new lightingthe bad old days or the good old days again. When
systems in, ten years you have to refurbish the wardwe were building hospitals in the good old days, we
as you go through the hospital. This is a normalwould start off with a price of £200 million to build a
maintenance programme.hospital in two years.

(Mr Busby) That is the point I was trying to make(Mr Busby) Yes.
but clearly failed. As far as I am concerned if you, for

113. Then by some miracle we would find things go example, do not paint a ward every, say, two years, I
wrong or things not up to standard, we suddenly do not quite know when but say every six years, I
found the floor was not good enough, we would call think that is wholly unacceptable to the patients. Are
the architect and say: “That ward there would look we going to paint the ward whilst they are in it? Is the
much better if the floor was wood or the doors would ward available during the process? If it is not then it
look much better in glass and if they had gold handles is right that the deductions should be made for non
on it would be much better, you know”. The architect availability. I think that is healthy.
was trying to keep costs down because he was paid a
percentage of the final price. He would say “Oh, no, 121. When you set out these schemes, if you stay

on this theme of hospitals for the moment.all right” and we would get this extension and it
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(Mr Busby) Yes, I am happy to talk about determination of value for money over the life of the

hospitals. project there is comparison made with the public
sector comparator.122. If you sat down and wanted a good deal, and

the good deal was “We can build this, not with the 129. Why do we not get them? Do we have to ask
15,000 changes which we used to do to push the about them?
revenue over a three year period, but we can build (Mr Gershon) In some cases in the NAO report the
with 15,000 changes over a two year period and then NAO has commented on the comparison between
maintain it” if you sat down with an open book and the chosen alternative and the public sector
said “This is what I am going to do. This is what it comparator.
will cost me. This is how it will turn out”, then we had (Sir John Bourn) Yes. We have produced reports
a contract where if things did go wrong, through no on particular projects and one of the items included
fault of anybody’s, you could not predict the risk, in those reports is exactly that kind of information,
there was some variation of contract to take this into yes.
consideration and if it cost more the contract could
be altered and if it cost less it would go down. Did 130. Let us move on. Mr Busby, it said 20
you ever approach this sort of stance? authorities thought there would be no innovation,

(Mr Busby) There is a considerable number within according to the contract, and 30 per cent said no
here who do operate on an open book basis, not the innovation afterwards. Is there anything in PFI
hospitals, I would suggest, but other parts, other which stops the private sector from innovating? Can
types of PFI would come into that category. The way you think of any illustration?
it is set up is that we have to assess risk on day one of (Mr Busby) Inevitably if you are defining a level of
the contract. If we get that wrong, and we often do, service it imposes restrictions on you so I suppose I
then we end up paying for it. That is part of this have to answer yes to that. I feel the environment that
process. That is why I said when the idea was first it creates is far more conducive to innovation and
promulgated the industry really did take two steps cost savings and sharing than any other process that,
back and worried considerably about whether it was certainly, I have been involved with in the past.
in a position to cope with these risks.

131. You do not agree with the 30 per cent who feel
123. I have not seen any figures on this. If I was there had been no innovation at all during the PFI

going to try and defend PFI and say “Under the old system?
system this hospital has cost £300 million, it came in (Mr Busby) If you look at the contractor’s view ofa year late, there was a 30 year maintenance contract innovation it is a much higher percentage, I think, ifon it. I had to pay £300 million or X million at a I am on the same paragraph as you.discount of six per cent. This has now cost us £200 for
30 years”, it would not make a hell of a lump sum 132. Yes.
difference as to why we should not go into a PFI (Mr Busby) I think that is encouraging because
contract or not, let alone transfer risk. I have never there is clearly an attitude prevailing within the
seen the figures. Have you worked on these figures? contracting side to innovate. I think this is still a

(Mr Busby) They exist. learning process for everybody and the fact that there
is quite a high proportion within the public sector124. They exist?
which believe that innovation is there on the agenda(Mr Busby) I am sure they do.
every day is heartening. I am sure if you ask the

125. Can I ask the Treasury, do these figures exist? question again in 12 months’ time you will end up
(Mr Glicksman) I think the bit of the Treasury with a higher percentage than you presently have, it

which would see them would be more likely to be the will evolve.
Office of Government Commerce, which is a part of
the Treasury. 133. This is a perception which is different from the

contractor.126. Mr Gershon, do you have the figures?
actually.(Mr Gershon) We have the public sector

comparator. You talked about the maintenance, 134. It is bound to be. I have seen the statistic,
what the contractor is obligated to provide is a which might be amusing, today somebody told me
service environment in which he has to do that 38 per cent of women have sex every day but
maintenance. only 26 per cent of men do. I cannot work out where

the difference is. The perception between contractor127. Of course.
and supplier would be different. Maybe it is a matter(Mr Gershon) He is contracted to provide service
of time, maybe more openness.levels. He has to make decisions then about the

(Mr Busby) There is no doubt that there ismaintenance, and the frequency of it, and that can
considerable innovation in the early stages of PFI.influence his decision about what equipment he has.

He may spend a lot more money to buy equipment
135. Yes.that needs much less maintenance.
(Mr Busby) If you take the prison process, for

128. I accept all this. I went through all this with example, prisons historically were built in situ, on
Mr Busby just now. I said do we ever do the site, concrete, each one bespoke. Now, to be quick
comparators, the figures, as to why PFI is a good about it, it is like lego. These things are produced in
deal? a factory, they come on site and are slotted together.

(Mr Gershon) In every PFI decision there is a I am simplifying it too much but that is it.
comparison made as part of the process, not
exclusively but as part of the process of the 136. They should be.
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(Mr Busby) Absolutely. That came out of PFI. The (Mr Gershon) It is still very early days yet. It can

only have real benefit on projects which are still veryconsequence of that is lower construction costs,
shorter construction periods. I am told by my much in their gestation period. With the Gateway

Review, my experience has been that the Accountingprisoner friends that they would much prefer one of
those prisons than the traditional form. Officers respond to the recommendations very

positively.137. What about the amount of damage in prisons?
143. If I can go on, very quickly. I think you did(Mr Busby) That is why they are made out of pre-

answer this. I noticed declining enthusiasm for PFIcast concrete. You have to be quite determined to
but I thought as the projects become less appropriatedamage a prison.
with PFI, as the risk was much more difficult to138. transfer, you said “Yes, there were one or two which

There is still an appalling level of repairs and now we have scrutinised we have decided to pull back
maintenance in prisons. from because there was recognition that you cannot

(Mr Busby) Mostly on the older ones, I think, the transfer risk.”
brick built ones, Victorian design, for example, but (Mr Gershon) Mr Ryan said that in a number of
inevitably there is, that is the inmates, I think. I hope NHS hospital projects the client felt that there was
it is the inmates anyway. better value for money to be obtained by going down

a non PFI route than a PFI route. Therefore he went139. When you have these different schemes bolted
down the route which provided better value fortogether and we get some good ones and some more
money.difficult ones, either way we are going to fail on some

of them. 144. Mr Busby, quickly. How do we stop—this is
(Mr Busby) That is true. almost impossible—the contracting team from your

particular company or any other company having140. Where are we passing the good ones on?
stitched up a deal, a very good deal, then moving offWhere is the source? Where is the centre? Is that Mr
to stitch up another one? How do we ensure theGershon’s remit? Do you pass on the good news and
contractor leaves his team in place for the duration ofsay “This is a good scheme. It is a good PFI. This is
the contract?how it is set up. This is how it is run. These are the

(Mr Busby) I had a slightly different view to whatcheck points to abide by”?
was expressed with regard to this continuity because(Mr Gershon) Yes. Part of the Gateway Review
on my side of the business the skills needed to put theprocess is to get a much sharper insight on to where
deal together are very different skills from those thatwe see good things happening where we can
are needed during the progression of the contract.encourage other clients to replicate them.
Yes, there will be undoubtedly in any organisation

141. You use this term “encourage”. Why do we some links but fundamentally the people that are
not insist they pass through the process, the building the hospital, for example, are not the same
procedure, before they are allowed to PFI? ones who will negotiate the contract to build it. This

(Mr Gershon) I am probably going to get this requirement for continuity from our side of the fence
wrong in constitutional terms, still as a relatively lay is somewhat different.
person. At the end of the day accountability for what

145. And impossible to maintain?goes on within a department rests with the individual
(Mr Busby) Always. If we felt that we would likeAccounting Officer. He is the ultimate authority. He

to do that then I am afraid the market forces wouldis accountable to you and to Parliament for the
obviously prevent us from achieving it, I suspect.decisions that he makes. Now, with the Gateway

Mr Jenkins: Thank you very much.Review process, my experience has been because of
where we have deliberately focused the attention on
the early life of projects where there is the greater
scope for management to take corrective action, the Geraint Davies
accounting officers are paying a lot of attention to the 146. Mr Busby, the Kier Group that you are inrecommendations that are emerging because much to charge of turns over one billion pounds a year.my surprise most of them do not seem to like coming (Mr Busby) Yes.here defending what has gone wrong in the past.

147. Can you tell me what proportion of that isThey seem to welcome the recommendations that we
PFI?are providing to them to help try to get projects on to

much stronger foundations in the future. (Mr Busby) In turnover terms last year less than 50
million of it.142. I think we try to be as helpful as we possibly

148. Is that all? Okay. So there is 50 million incan. One of the things I try and do is to explain that.
turnover. I think you said you expected over two perWhen a person comes here as an accounting officer
cent return on turnover, that you were hoping toand says “I have put a PFI through the system. I took
reduce it to one per cent. I hope the shareholders areno advice. I did not put it through the guidelines.”,
not listening to that. Can I ask how your expectedthey can expect to get roasted. You can take that
rate of return between PFI and non-PFI compares?message back. I am surprised as a Government we

have not stopped them from going ahead with any (Mr Busby) PFI returns, on the experience to date,
scheme unless it is given clearance and they have gone are higher.
through a set procedure, understood what the risks 149. How much? What are the figures?are and how to overcome the possibility of a risk. (Mr Busby) About 2.5 per cent, I would estimate.You say it is left to each individual authority or each
individual accounting officer? 150. On PFI?
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(Mr Busby) On PFI. 165. Do you think 2.5 per cent return is normal or

below average, because it seems a bit low from the151. What is your normal rate?
figures I have heard before?(Mr Busby) One per cent on other contracts.

(Mr Busby) We are in a competitive marketplace.
152. Right. Every contract that we have been awarded under PFI
(Mr Busby) But, if I could add to that? has certainly been in competition and I would be

surprised if our returns—153. No, do.
(Mr Busby) The risks involved in this process are 166. Have you lost a lot of bids?

significantly greater. For example, the contract that (Mr Busby) Yes, of course.
such a return made, because it is really largely one

167. Okay. You think it is rational from the pointcontract, required us to invest £4 million before we
of view of your shareholders to put forward £4had a signed deal. Right up until a minute to
million bidding for a contract, paying solicitors ormidnight that deal could have aborted and we could
whatever you did, for a £70 million contract?have lost £4 million, and that is more than we made

(Mr Busby) There are times when we questioned it,on the job.
but yes.

154. You invested £4 million before signing a deal?
168. If you had not won the bid then that £4(Mr Busby) Yes.

million would have been lost money. Would that
155. In preparation with solicitors and all the rest have been factored into other PFIs?

of it to get the contract? (Mr Busby) That is why I believe the returns that
(Mr Busby) Yes. we are getting are fully justified. We have lost

contracts.156. For a contract of what value?
(Mr Busby) Just under 70 million. 169. In this example, what was it for incidentally?

(Mr Busby) A hospital.157. Seventy million?
(Mr Busby) Yes. 170. Presumably there were competitors who also

spent £4 million and did not get the deal, is that158. I thought you said a moment ago your total
correct?turnover was only 50 million for all PFI projects.

(Mr Busby) No, I think that is wrong. There could(Mr Busby) Last year that 70 million contract was
well be competitors who spent up to, say, £1 million.of two and a half years duration.

171. £1 million?159. So what value of contracts have you
(Mr Busby) We have certainly incurred £1 millionestablished with PFI extending into the future if you

of costs on a project that we have not got.brought all that cash flow together?
(Mr Busby) In contract terms I have not got that. 172. If you are running, as you are, a successful

Can I come back to you on that? private sector enterprise then you need to stay in
business. In the global analysis of PFIs, if each PFI160. You are a fairly small player because we are
is four companies bidding, for argument’s sake, andlooking at something like—
they all put forward in this sort of contract between(Mr Busby) We have about half a dozen contracts
£1 million and £4 million up front for the bid then weunder PFI.
are talking about a net loss in this sort of industrial161. In the generality of this report, on the 400 system of three or four million through thatprojects the Government do they have already competitive activity that you have to recover fromcommitted £100 billion and you are a very, very small prices if all these companies are to keep going. Thatfraction of that, you are talking about millions of is true, is it not?pounds, or are you into billions? (Mr Busby) Your numbers are not correct.(Mr Busby) In total it would be 150 million-ish on

173. They were your numbers, with respect.construction work over the half a dozen that my
(Mr Busby) Taken out of context.group has.

174. Let me give you it again then. You said in this162. It is small beer in the totality of things.
example you put £4 million and other competitorBasically in ballpark terms, and I know from what
companies were putting £1 million up front. Is thatyou say this is being distorted by this one contract,
an abnormal situation, is that what you are saying?you are looking at, say, 2.5 per cent return versus one
That was the situation because that was the evidenceper cent on normal activity, so two and a half times
you have just given.the level. You think that is a reflection of inherent

risk, yes? (Mr Busby) Yes, that was the situation, but you
said that, in fact, there were typically four bidders, all(Mr Busby) Yes, I do.
four bidders would not be spending at least £1163. If there is inherent risk, risk goes both ways so
million. There is a process here.you would expect in the wash that it comes out at the

same level, one per cent, because you win some and 175. How many bidders would there be?
you lose some. (Mr Busby) Typically four, but in the early days of

getting down tothe final two the costs are much(Mr Busby) No, I do not. I am not being asked to
invest £4 million up front in any other part of my lower.
business. 176. Is there a sense in which some prospective

164. Do you think 2.5 per cent return is normal or competitors are actually excluded from the
below average? competitive process by the very high entry costs in

terms of lawyers and all the rest of it?(Mr Busby) I am sorry?
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(Mr Busby) Yes. 188. So eight to 15 per cent?

(Mr Busby) Post tax it is maximum 15.177. If I was running a company and knew that
you were bidding and you were going to spend £4 189. I will move on, I do not want to get too
million even though I could do a better contract, I bogged down in this. Can I just ask the NAO
would think, I would not be prepared to bet £4 something. I do not want to dwell on this because Jon
million, I would go elsewhere. picked it up, but am I right to say that this report is

(Mr Busby) Yes. not really a test of value for money and the like but
simply, as has been put, a questionnaire and one of178. Could I ask Mr Gershon just on this narrow
the questions that emerges out of this is when are weline really. You are in the midst of reviewing the rates
going to have a consistent methodology forof return for PFI deals, are you not, or rather your
measuring value for money and PFI projects? Thisorganisation? That is correct, is it not?
almost masquerades, so I was fooled, but basically it(Mr Gershon) We have commissioned a review,
is just asking a lot of people what they think, is thatyes.
right?

179. Tell me the spread of rates of return you are (Sir John Bourn) It is a report that does what it says
picking up? it does. It is a report that looks at the replies to a

(Mr Gershon) The review is under way, it has not series of questions on 121 projects. It shows what the
concluded. people who were responsible for the management of

those projects believed to be the case on the level of180. I know that but I asked you to give me an
satisfaction as they saw it. It is not less and it is notindication of the spread of return or do you have no
more than that.information at all?

(Mr Gershon) We do not have that data, as yet. 190. Obviously there are all sorts of bias in terms
of who responds and all this as to whether they think181. You have begun that review but you have no
it is good or bad, but alongside that, given that PFIinformation at all having begun the review, is that
is the political menu of the day, there will be acorrect?
propensity for people to feel they should say “this is(Mr Gershon) I do not expect to have until the
great, we get a lot of added value”.external reviewers are ready to report against their

(Sir John Bourn) I do not think there is any greaterassignment.
incentive to say that than if they were people182. Have you any idea, a rule of thumb, of the sort responsible for a traditional procurement, because ifof rate of returns you would expect or have you that was what they were working on and if you saysimply no idea what the review will generate? You are because they are working on it and in a way theira man of considerable business experience, I know careers are going to be judged on it, there will alwaysthat, so what is reasonable, do you think? be a propensity to say that what you are doing is(Mr Gershon) I do not know what the review will going well, whether it is PFI or anything else.highlight.

191. Can I ask Mr Gershon, you mentioned you183. When you get the figures you will have no idea
did not know much about the PRIME project, didhow to evaluate whether it is fair or not?
you not? I was surprised by that.(Mr Gershon) I can only tell you from my own

(Mr Gershon) I am aware of the NAO report andexperience, which is largely not to do with PFI, what
what I know is based on the NAO report.one might consider to be acceptable rates of return if

you were looking at an investment. 192. I only mention my surprise because I
understand from the report that half of the total184. Precisely. So what sort of rates would be
value of penalties paid for failures of contract, half ofreasonable for the private sector?
£5.6 billion, on page 11, 1.22, was in this PRIME(Mr Gershon) If you were using the shareholders’
project. I would have thought you would have foundown money as opposed to using debt, if you were
out quite a lot about the failures of that but you didusing equity to find an investment, if it was an
not, did you?investment in a piece of capital not just in a contract,

(Mr Gershon) That was an example of where thein terms of internal rates of return, post tax, in real
contractor was contracted to do a defined level ofterms, you would normally be looking at something
service and in the initial period—I think it was ain the range of somewhere between eight and 15 per
year—of operation after hand over he clearlycent.
struggled with great difficulty to meet the contractual

185. So eight to 15 per cent. So Mr Kier is not levels, fell short and paid a whopping penalty which
doing very well for his shareholders, is he? then acted as an incentive for him to sort out what he

(Mr Gershon) No, what Mr Busby talked about— had to do. It had exactly the desired effect in the eyes
of the client.186. Mr Busby, sorry.

(Mr Gershon)—was a margin which is looking at a 193. More penalties mean good contractprofit to sales ratio, which is not the same as looking management. Can I ask you about your widerat the return on investment. commercial skills agenda. The situation is that in the
187. Fair enough. What is your return on 1980s and 1990s we had the then Government

investment actually, Mr Busby, so we are not talking bringing in skills market testing and a huge exodus of
apples and pears? procurement managers from the Civil Service, a

valuable asset, went to the private sector. Alongside(Mr Busby) The targets within PFI, and I think
that is the relevant here, are in line with Peter’s that we have got a situation now where different

people can enter different departments at the sameestimate.
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level at widely different salaries and there are big 199. You keep saying that. Can I have an answer,

not the answer “I have been asked that before”. Whatdifferentials between departments, which stand as
is the answer?pillars, and that undermines the opportunity for you

Chairman: I am afraid in this Committeeto move procurement managers, contract managers,
Permanent Secretaries get the same question overaround the system between departments. Is that a
and over again. You have to give the same answer.fair summary?

(Mr Gershon) Right. Well, I will give exactly the(Mr Gershon) It is not just looking at procurement
same answer as I gave before...specialists in a narrow sense. It will look at things like

project management, contract management and 200. I am not talking to somebody in the
other key disciplines that are necessary to ensure the Department now.
successful management of the whole life cycle of a (Mr Gershon) This is not good. 15 per cent showing
project. Yes, part of that is because departments have in refinance is clearly not acceptable. I have already
to respond to the business needs that they face and indicated, the action we have taken is to move the
the market conditions at the time. If you have to go position that it will become the norm in PFI contracts
and recruit people today — that there are explicit refinancing gains in all

contracts for 50:50.194. Are you paying them enough, these people, to
201. Okay. Just very quickly. On figure 8, the 15match their private sector counterparts?

per cent refinancing benefit within a year, that will be(Mr Gershon) I think I have been asked that
near 100 per cent?question on a previous occasion by this Committee

(Mr Gershon) We cannot retrospectively do that.when I was examined on the management of the
procurement of professional services. I said at the 202. I know that.
time in a number of key skills areas there were big pay (Mr Gershon) If you took a sample of contracts
differentials between what the private sector paid for going forward, let today, you would expect to see
certain practitioner skills and what the public that number become 100 per cent.
sector pays.

203. Open booking accounting, 55 per cent now, is
that going to move to 100 per cent?195. Are there differentials between departments

(Mr Gershon) There are a range of otheras well?
techniques to establish ongoing value for money. I(Mr Gershon) There are also in some areas
would not necessarily expect to see open bookdifferentials between departments.
accounting used in all contracts. I would expect the

196. Are there incentive systems? percentage to become much higher. I would not
(Mr Gershon) They have to be careful. In some necessarily expect to see all VFM mechanisms used

instances departments need people at a higher grade in all contracts.
than other departments and that clearly also drives 204. No, but if you have a target. This cloudy
salary. language means people think they do not have to do

it. I am talking about your focus on benchmarking,197. Can I ask you something about figure 8. It
open book accounting, and you have already saidsays in figure 8 we have a situation that only 55 per
about sharing of refinancing.cent of accounts are open book accounting. We

(Mr Gershon) Yes, and the Gateway Reviewscannot see profit transparency. Only 49 per cent have
explicitly test how the department is planning in thebenchmarking, so if unit costs go down in the market
pre-contract phase to secure ongoing value forplace we cannot track down our costs. Only 15 per
money in the post-contract phase.cent are arrangements for sharing of refinancing

205. You would expect benchmarking and opengains. Do you not think all those are very profound
book accounting in the future, is that true, just so weindications of failure to deliver optimum value for
are clear where you are going and where you havemoney in PFI contracts across this sample?
been?(Mr Gershon) I did not catch the question.

(Mr Gershon) Yes.
198. Yes. All these indications, namely half the Mr Davies: Thank you.

people do not bother with benchmarking so if the Chairman: That is a good way to answer on that.
unit costs of what they are providing slips down they Thank you, Mr Davies. Mr Bacon.
do not track that. Only 15 per cent have
arrangements for refinancing. Somebody comes

Mr Baconalong and says “This is the cost” and they go off after
they have shown there is no risk, it was all a pretence 206. Mr Gershon, it is a pleasure to see you,
or misunderstanding. They refinance and lower costs although I feel on this occasion you will be singing to
of capital, make lots of money, there is no me rather than the other way round. The question
arrangement for refinancing in 85 per cent of cases. which interests me is this question about whether the
In 45 per cent of cases there is not transparent open public sector is “managing the contracts well”. You
book accounting, as it is called, so both sides know have said a number of times that you are taking
how much money is being made out of the deal. Do specific steps to improve the ability of the public
you not think that is a disgraceful situation in terms sector to manage these processes well. Can you just
of delivering value for money for the public sector? expand on the specific steps a little for us?
What is your response to that? (Mr Gershon) Yes. Take, firstly, the Gateway

(Mr Gershon) I think I have been asked that Review process. That is testing various points in the
life cycle of the project, from the very earliest stage.question before.
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You could relate that to the earlier comment about 208. I am asking the Lenin question “who whom”.

Machiavelli said given the choice between havingwomen and sex, I am not sure I would use it, to
describe the very earliest stages of conception of a someone fear you and having someone love you he

would go for fear.project through into the operational phase, whether
the departments are taking account of best practice (Mr Gershon) My minister is the Chief Secretary of
using sound management techniques, how they are the Treasury responsible for public expenditure and
planning to resource the teams and whether they are above him sometimes sits Gordon Brown, the
resourcing the teams with people of the appropriate Chancellor, and it is known within departments that
skills and experience. As we get a body of projects if I feel they are doing something which is
that have been through that process, and given the fundamentally not conducive to value for money that
period of time it takes for projects to move from I have escalation routes to draw the matter to their
conception through to operational service, is going attention. I would hope to win that argument on a
to take a number of years before we see the full face to face basis with the departments but if I cannot
benefit of that but we will see a growing body of I have resort to that weapon.
projects that are on much stronger foundations than 209. You keep a little button under your desk.a number of public sector projects which have come (Mr Gershon) And I hope I never have to use itin front of this Committee all too often in the past. because I would regard it as the nuclear option.That is one of the steps we are taking. We are looking
in a number of areas to provide better advice and 210. The Gateway Review process, as it is now set

up, is it something through which every project nowguidance, that is both at what I describe as the
operational and business level where the OGC goes as a matter of course?
inherited an enormous volume of advice and (Mr Gershon) Yes.
guidance from its antecedent organisations, and we 211. It is not an option for departments, they haveare going through a process of updating it and to go through it?making it more coherent. Some of the advice which (Mr Gershon) In central civil government.came from different origins was inconsistent and in
some cases in conflict with each other. As an example 212. That brings me to paragraph 2.9. Presumably

you are referring to health authorities or localof that, we are planning that by the end of next
government that do not necessarily go through thatMarch we will have provided revised operational
Gateway process, is that right?guidance in the area of contract management

(Mr Gershon) At the moment that is the case, yes.because we have looked at our contract management
guidance and it is inconsistent and it needs updating 213. Is that likely to change?
to take account of helpful reports like this and other (Mr Gershon) I do not know. For example, thereports which have shown the need for better Byatt review on local government procurementcontract management advice. We have also identified recommended the adoption of a Gateway-like
that there is a need to provide much more focused process for big capital projects in local authorities
advice for accounting officers and their management and ministers are considering that recommendation.
boards because in my experience it is very difficult to We are in discussion at the moment with the NHS
expect a very senior busy manager to read a 50 or 100 about how the Gateway process could be used on
page advice document that is designed for middle some of their projects.
management and practitioners. We have produced

214. Considering the Sunday Times ten days agothese fold out two page documents which are trying
reported that between 16 and 20 per cent of all theto help Accounting Officers focus on critical issues.
health service budget is wasted through fraud orWe have done three of those, two of which I think are
inefficiency, I hope you are right and somethingrelevant to this hearing, which are about managing
happens. In paragraph 2.9 it talks about contractpartnering relationships and why service contracts
management manuals and how useful they can be butcan go wrong. We have another one on the stocks, as
“only a minority of authorities had produced suchI alluded to earlier, which is about how value for
manuals” whereas in actual fact where they weremoney can be assessed and determined, the sorts of
produced people were very likely to regard theirfactors that need to be taken into account in
relationship as very good. It is basically saying that ifidentifying value for money. Whether it is PFI or
people have a very clear idea what they are supposednon-PFI the generic issue is the same.
to do because there is a contract manual then it is

207. Can I interrupt you because it is all very much more likely that things will go very well. Plainly
interesting and actually you have raised a couple of that being the case, manuals being a very good idea,
other questions but I know I am going to run out of yet only a minority of authorities having contract
time if I do not interrupt you. It leads on to a question manuals, can you say when it is going to change so
I was going to ask later about the position of the that it is utterly standard to have a contract manual?
OGC in the firmament. One of the things you said (Mr Gershon) What I can tell you is that in the
much earlier was if the OGC is consulted by revised guidance that I referred to earlier about
departments they get a very clear steer. To what contract management, this will feature in that as part
extent is your job about getting the attention of of the updated advice and guidance. I would
Accounting Officers and to what extent can you certainly expect in Gateway Reviews that the review
invoke powers to require them to do what you want? team would be testing what methods were in place to

(Mr Gershon) I said that I want to win hearts and facilitate the ongoing management of the contract.
minds because I am great believer that if you have Part of the evidence they would be seeking would be
people’s hearts and minds you can achieve far more a plan to produce a contract manual of the type

described here.change than if you instruct them what to do.
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215. When do you think you will promulgate your framework that they are not trying to transfer risk

which can never be transferred wholly to theupdated advice and guidance?
private sector.(Mr Gershon) On contract management we are

targeting to get that out by the end of next March. 220. That is a very helpful answer, thank you. I
would like to ask you about the position of PFI in the216. So how long after that would you expect local
firmament generally. To what extent do you thinkauthorities and health authorities to have taken it up
PFI is understood by public servants, by politicians,and done something about it?
by the public, by journalists?(Mr Gershon) As I have just said, my remit does

(Mr Gershon) I think there is still some way to go,not extend either to local government or to the NHS
particularly in the wider public, to communicate theat the moment.
real benefits of PFI and to try to clarify some of the

217. Nonetheless, this is advice that you are issuing conceptions that people have around PFI. I think
which will be taken up throughout the public sector, amongst public sector procurers there is recognition
will it not, in some form or another? that PFI is a powerful acquisition tool to use in some,

(Mr Gershon) Yes. What I have said is we would but not all, circumstances and can be a powerful way
then see to what extent some of that we could then of getting value for money, but not the only way; it
embody in terms of advice that we do provide to the has to be considered on its merits. I think the
wider public sector through PFI and encourage that perception of the tool is rather different from the
to flow out across the wider public sector. reality of the tool and we have to do further work to

change perceptions.218. All I am saying is that I would find it
disappointing if we were reading a report like this in 221. Your answer is incomplete. You mentioned
a year’s time where contract manuals were only the public and you mentioned public sector procurers
issued in a minority of cases even though plainly they but perhaps wisely you did not mention politicians.
have a good effect. The impression I have is that it is not particularly well

(Mr Gershon) I would agree. The experience to understood by large numbers of people in all sorts of
date is where we have produced updated advice and facets of life. Would you say that is totally unfair?
guidance there is an encouraging level of appetite in (Mr Gershon) Not well understood. You said do I
the wider public sector to take our revised advice and think that is totally unfair, no, I do not think that is
guidance, even though there is no mandate for people totally unfair.
to do that, to take advantage of it. I think it is

222. Right. I will not press you further on that.encouraging that Sir Ian Byatt thought the Gateway
(Mr Gershon) I think we have to demystify some ofReview process had sufficient value to recommend it

it. Some of the language we use to describe it does notin his own review.
help improve understanding of it. When we talk

219. Can I ask you a specific question about the about it in terms of complex financial engineering I
transfer of risk. In paragraph 1.13 it talks about do not think it is reasonable to expect normal human
authorities being tempted to transfer inappropriate beings to understand what things like net present
risk. Mr Busby earlier said the issue of risk is one value and internal rates of return and all that stuff
where it ought to lie with whoever is the most mean.
appropriate holder of that risk. What is the mindset
of the negotiator going into a negotiation? Is it, and
one might expect it to be, intuitively one would think

Chairmanit would be, “let us offload as many risks as we can”
and the commercial provider trying to commercially 223. Do not go into it now.
accept as few risks as possible, or is it in the minds of (Mr Gershon) I have no intention of doing so,
authorities, do you think, in negotiating consciously Chairman. I do not think we help ourselves in
to think about keeping risks themselves rather than communicating what the benefits of this are about.
transferring them because of the consequence down Mr Bacon: Chairman, I asked the clerk for a
the road? seminar on net present values and rates of return.

(Mr Gershon) In the light of the experience that has Chairman: You can go to it.
been gained, and as risk management processes
become more mature within departments, there is a
greater awareness about what risks are sensible to

Mr Bacontransfer, or to seek to transfer, to the private sector
and which ones need to be retained and plans put in 224. That being the case, there is plainly a bigplace as to how those risks should be managed. communication job to do and you are the adviser andCatastrophic type risks, like where you still have to guider for Government departments on how they
provide a public service or the supplier goes should assess the value of these projects and whether
bankrupt, have to be thought about. Having said to go ahead with them, but as with many things the
that, however, the public sector will always be trying communication is very much part of the answer.
to extend the envelope of risk that the private sector What steps are being looked at by your office or
will take, what may be the optimal allocation today others in terms of improving the level of
may not be the optimal allocation tomorrow. As the communication and understanding about PFI?
private sector gets a better understanding of the (Mr Gershon) With which community?
market they may be willing to take more risks. So you
would expect the negotiators to be trying to push out 225. With the wider public. They were the first

people you mentioned in your earlier answer.the envelope, but to try to do that within a
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(Mr Gershon) In that area I think we have to look Mr Steinberg

for direction from ministers as to what they would
231. It struck me that really we are talking aboutlike to see done and I do not regard that as something

risk and transfer of risk but at the end of the day ifI can do off my own bat.
anything goes wrong you are going to bail it out, are

226. But you accept there is a need to do you not?
something? (Mr Gershon) No, I am not.

(Mr Gershon) We clearly input. I just said I think
232. You are not?on the clarity of understanding of the benefits and
(Mr Gershon) No.some of the currently held conceptions there is

always room to do better. That is my personal 233. That is what it says here.
opinion, which I may get shot for when I leave. (Mr Gershon) Which one is that?

Mr Bacon: I think that is absolutely right. Thank
you very much. 234. The renegotiation of the PFI for the Royal

Armouries Museum in Leeds. The Department for
Culture paid £10 million to bail it out. You are not
going to let a hospital close, are you?

Geraint Davies (Mr Gershon) You made a general statement to
which I answered.227. A general question about risk transfer, in

particular for longer contracts. Can you just 235. You answered no.
comment on this suggestion that basically if you go (Mr Gershon) I answered no to your general
into one of these long contracts and the public sector statement. Things do go wrong, costs overrun, things
has a duty under all circumstances to deliver a public like that, which are costs which are picked up by the
service, to what extent is there a real opportunity to private sector.
actually exit and either provide another provider or

236. The answer was not right, it was not accurate,provide something directly? Do you want to make a
because there is one which has been bailed out and ifgeneral comment?
my hospital closed you would bail it out. You could(Mr Gershon) Under the standardisation of PFI
not let a hospital close, could you?contracts there are termination provisions included

(Mr Gershon) I made it very clear that there arein the contracts that define the circumstances in
some risks which the public sector can never transferwhich a client can terminate, which include
to the private sector. One is the risk that in thetermination where there is contractor default.
ultimate you have to keep providing public service.

228. For argument’s sake I will not carry on. If I Let us suppose your hospital closed because the
have a contract with you and you are the supplier, as contractor went bust. In that contract, if it followed
it were, and you provide a standard service over time standardisation, the client will have step-in rights to
and in the future unit costs go down but the balance take over the running of the hospital.
to the consumer goes up and the whole specification

237. That is my point.begins to change and I try to negotiate with you
(Mr Gershon) You are looking at catastrophicbecause I want to change, how easy is it for people in

failure.the future to exit—this is public sector—without
facing massive penalty clauses? I am just wondering 238. Was that a catastrophic failure?what your view is down the line, whether

(Mr Gershon) That was catastrophic but manyGovernment agencies will find themselves in a
failures are not catastrophic and the tab is picked upsituation where with new consumer demand
by the private sector. The risk of catastrophic failurealongside lower unit costs and very clever lawyers
can never be transferred to the private sector if therethey will find themselves in a position where they
is the provision of public service involved. Whether itprovide sub-standard above cost.
is passports, hospitals, whatever, we all have the(Mr Gershon) That is why standardisation places
responsibility to continue to deliver a public service.great emphasis about what authorities now need to
That is a catastrophic failure which has lowdo in PFI contracts to configure the contracts to cope
probability but very high impact. There are otherwith change and satisfy themselves that change will
risks which may have a high probability ofbe delivered on a value for money basis through the
occurrence and a lower impact which will be pickedlife of the contract.
up by the private sector.

229. You are satisfied we can deliver that?
239. If you had been sitting there three or four(Mr Gershon) We have the standardisation route

years ago and somebody had said that the Royaland those sorts of issues are things which are tested
Armouries would need £10 million to bail it out, youduring the Gateway Review process. We have a
would have said that was a catastrophic failure andnumber of mechanisms in place now which are
it would never happen, would you?helping authorities get a very clear focus on this

(Mr Gershon) Where there is demand riskimportant aspect of PFI.
involved, which there was in the Royal Armouries,

230. See you in a couple of years. the number of people who would actually come
(Mr Gershon) Does that mean there may be scope through it, there is no doubt that both the public and

to take further action in the future? There may be. the private sector have learned from those sorts of
We need to keep the matter under review. experiences about how much demand risk the private

sector can sensibly take in a PFI.Geraint Davies: I will leave it there.
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242. I do not think I asked you about specificJon Trickett
contracts because probably that would be very close240. One of the things which I always think about
to fraud or something like that.is the possibility of collusion between various people

(Mr Busby) Precisely so.who ostensibly are not related to each other. I am
243. Therefore, I did not ask you that question andinterested in the MCG, the Major Contractors

I do not expect you to give me any answer other thanGroup, because in questions which were posed
the one you gave me.earlier by Mr Davies we learned there are some

financial barriers to bidding. The preparation of (Mr Busby) I did also add that we do take certain
contract documents and tender documents can be a standard contract conditions up as an industry and
very expensive process and as a consequence many take them up with certain people.
contractors are priced out of the market before they 244. Have you discussed tendering practices in the
even get to stage one, as I understood Mr Busby’s generality? It sounds as if the answer is yes to that.
responses. As it turns out Mr Busby is also the (Mr Busby) In the generality?
Chairman of the Major Contractors Group, which is

245. In the generality.probably a comprehensive list of every contractor
(Mr Busby) I am not sure I fully understand thewho can afford to get over the contract barriers you

question but I suppose the answer has to be that wehave just been describing. I just want to ask you, Mr
have because we have taken up some things, like bidBusby, in relation to the PFI do you and your
costs with Peter, as an industry.colleagues discuss such practices as pricing and

contingency funds for penalty clauses or any other
matters which relate to agreements within the

Chairmanindustry as to how you will approach contracts,
tendering? These are supposed to be your 246. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We have
competitors but, in fact, they turn out to be your just published a report on the Royal Armouries and
colleagues. we used some fairly strong language about how we

(Mr Busby) If you attended our meetings I do not felt that the public sector client was naive in their
think you would describe the process as sitting with handling of this matter. That was the point Mr
colleagues. Steinberg was making very powerfully to you. We are

talking about contracts committed to a sum of £100241. It sounds like the Labour Party. We are
billion, this is an important subject. We are verysupposed to be comrades. I did ask you the specific
grateful to you, Mr Gershon, Mr Busby, Mr Ryan,question because I think we all fall out from time to
for coming here this afternoon. I am afraid when youtime amongst friends, and even families fall out from
come back you will have to learn the mannerisms oftime to time, but have you ever discussed any matters
a mandarin, that when we keep repeating questionswhich could be regarded as—collusion is too strong
to you you have got to assume that they are all verya word—discussing industry’s views as to how to
intelligent questions.tender?

(Mr Gershon) I will try harder next time.(Mr Busby) There has been absolutely no
Chairman: Thank you.discussion at the level of individual contracts. There

are one or two industry moves with regard to risk
allocations and general points of contract that we do
feel that it is appropriate to take forward as an
industry. All of our meetings are minuted and we
certainly do not break any of the competition rules.

APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Office of Government Commerce

At the Committee’s hearing on 12 December into theC&AG’s report on Managing the relationship to secure
a successful partnership in PFI projects there was some discussion of the changing assessment of Value for
Money (VFM) over time and the nature of its measurement.

As the Accounting Officer responsible for the Government’s overall procurement policy I felt it might be
helpful to the Committee to send a supplementary memorandum on this important matter.

Successive Governments have firmly based their procurement policy on Value for Money being defined as
the optimum combination of whole life cost and quality to meet the customer’s requirement. While whole life
cost should be assessed wherever possible in an objective and quantitative manner, there could be a degree
of subjectivity in cost estimates where these are dependent on changing circumstances. Some aspects of
quality also involve a degree of judgemental assessment by the public sector client. Furthermore, the
determination of the optimum combination of these factors in any individual procurement requires
judgements to be made about the relative importance of monetary and non-monetary considerations that
have arisen during the tender evaluation process.
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Once any project, whether PFI or non-PFI, becomes operational the client’s perception of Value for Money
may well change as factors in the original evaluation related to the construction phase of the project cease to
have any relevance and other aspects of quality assume even greater importance. The client’s view of the
relative importance of monetary and non-monetary considerations may also change over the life of the
project.

The OGC is planning to publish this quarter a document aimed at Accounting Officers to provide best
practice guidance on Value for Money in complex procurements.

Mr Peter Gershon CBE
Chief Executive
Office of Government Commerce

January 2002
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